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8.30am Registration desk opens, tea and coffee available

9.00am Proceedings commence

Chair: Georgie Burbury, Red Meat Updates Working Group

SESSION 1
Welcome
Georgie Burbury, Chair, Red Meat Updates Working Group

Welcome address: The Australian red meat industry and the path to long term prosperity
Richard Norton, Managing Director, MLA, Sydney NSW

Chair: Iain Bruce, Red Meat Updates Working Group

SESSION 2: RED MEAT CHAMPIONS SESSION

Rabobank Industry Innovator: Running a flexible, high performing livestock enterprise
Mark Bunge, Kooringal Partnership, Coleraine VIC
KPMG Gate to Plate: Diversifying and expanding into the retail sector … the experience from a value-adding venture
Ellie Wheeler, Landfall Farm Fresh, Launceston TAS
Angus Australia Emerging Leader: It’s not all blood, sweat and tears
Laura Grubb, Teys Australia, Biloela QLD
10.45–11.10am MORNING TEA

SESSION 3: MLA UPDATE
MLA genetics R&D update: genetics for resilient livestock businesses
Hamish Chandler, MLA, Armidale NSW
MLA consultation update: the impact consultation is having on RD&E funding
Jenny O’Sullivan, SAMRC regional chair, Walkerville VIC
SESSION 4: CONCURRENT SESSIONS
IRRIGATED PASTURE UPDATES
Chair: David Squibb, PGG Wrightson Seeds

DRYLAND PASTURE UPDATES
Chair: Rob Winter, Heritage Seeds

Intensive lamb finishing with irrigation
Stephen Creese, Creese North East, Bridport TAS

Legumes: Nodules equals nitrogen – have you checked
lately?
Belinda Hackney, Central West Local Land Services, Forbes NSW

Profitable pasture production under irrigation
Basil Doonan, Macquarie Franklin, Devonport TAS

Success with sub clovers
Rob Winter, Heritage Seeds, Longford TAS

Water use efficiency and irrigation management of
Tasmanian forage options
James Hills, Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture, Burnie TAS

Insect pasture pest management
Jason Lynch, Macquarie Franklin, Devonport TAS

Maximising pasture production and utilisation for
best practice lamb finishing under irrigation
Andrew Archer, Chester, Westwood TAS

Matching management and investment to land
capability
Charles Downie, Glenelg, Gretna TAS

1.30–2.15pm LUNCH

Chair: James Brown, TP Jones & Co

SESSION 5: VIRTUAL FARM TOUR
Virtual farm tour
William & Melissa Fergusson, Grindstone Bay, Triabunna TAS
SESSION 6: CONCURRENT SESSIONS
SHEEP UPDATES

Chair: Helen Hume, Roberts Limited

Is there a better future than the business-as-usual
commodity cycle?
James Lord, Huon Valley Meat Co., Huon Valley TAS

How to build resilient businesses that stay in the family
Isobel Knight, Proagtive, Loomberah NSW
Brassica forage options in Tasmania
Kurt de Jonge, Roberts Limited, Smithton TAS
The missing pieces of young ewe productivity
Tom Bull, Lambpro, Holbrook NSW

BEEF UPDATES

Chair: Ed Archer, Landfall Angus

Building a resilient beef business
Chris MacQueen (interviewed by Ed Archer), Flinders Island TAS

Forage for successful winter beef finishing
Sophie Folder, Pear Consulting, Dunorlan TAS

How to build resilient businesses that stay in the family
Isobel Knight, Proagtive, Loomberah, NSW
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WELCOME
Georgie Burbury, Chair, Red Meat Updates
Working Group
Georgie Burbury is a sheep producer from the Northern Midlands of
Tasmania. Georgie studied Agricultural Science at the University of Tasmania
before spending five years working in beef and sheep feedlots throughout
eastern Australia. In 2011, Georgie returned home to the family farm at
Cressy where she set up a lamb feedlot supplying lamb to both domestic
and export markets including certified grain fed lamb into Japan. The feedlot
allowed the family to integrate their extensive cropping operation with a
more intensive lamb backgrounding and finishing system.
Georgie and her husband Richard have been leasing country in the Campbell Town area for several years and
have recently expanded and taken on an additional two properties. Their next challenge is to consolidate and
develop these properties in conjunction with Richard’s family farm at Woodbury.
Georgie is Chair of the Red Meat Updates working group and a Tasmanian producer representative on MLA’s
SAMRC committee.
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WELCOME ADDRESS
The Australian red meat industry
and the path to long term prosperity
Richard Norton, Managing Director, Meat and Livestock
Australia, NSW
Richard Norton is the fifth generation of a beef and sheep farming
family from Monaro NSW, and began his working life as a rouseabout
and jackaroo. He has spent more than 20 years serving livestock
producers as a stock agent and auctioneer across NSW, where he still
farms beef.
His drive to see Australian agribusiness thrive has led him to hold various executive positions, including
Head of Live Export and International Trade and then Managing Director of Landmark Operations
Australia, a subsidiary of Agrium Inc based in North America.
In addition to roles in agribusiness, Mr Norton has held executive positions in retail, manufacturing,
logistics and warehousing with Woolworths, Coca Cola, Wesfarmers and Toll Holdings. Mr Norton has
an MBA from Monash University, and has held various board positions including Agrium Asia Pacific,
the Australian Wheat Board, RD1 New Zealand, Landmark Harcourts and Australian Wool Handlers.
He was also Chairman of Integrated Traceability Solutions (Global) and AuctionsPlus. Mr Norton is also
a director of MLA Donor Company Limited, Integrity System Company Limited, Red Meat Traceability
Systems Pty Ltd and AUS-MEAT Limited.

Abstract:
The Australian red meat and livestock industry is operating in a complex and dynamic environment,
presenting a number of challenges and opportunities.
Fundamentally, demand remains strong for Australian product, underpinned by our integrity systems
and our superior reputation for quality in the minds of consumers in our key markets. The global drive
for food security is also expected to continue to inject new investment into the Australian red meat and
livestock industry.
However, the trade environment is challenging and unpredictable. A changing political landscape
and rising nationalism in some major international economies have cast doubt on recent free trade
agreements and the prospects for future multilateral trade deals. Market access hurdles remain a
frustration and economic conditions in some markets are lukewarm at best. Against this backdrop,
international competition from other red meat suppliers is intensifying.
At the same time, Australia’s red meat and livestock industry continues to contend with supply constraints
and escalating costs, while domestic competition from other lower cost proteins is relentless. Together,
these factors present an unprecedented challenge to Australia’s processing and retail sectors that may
only be relieved by a recovery in the Australian herd and flock, changes to business models and the
embrace of productivity-enhancing innovation.
Herd numbers and turnoff should continue to slowly recover over the year ahead although export
demand will continue to impose price pressures on domestic beef and lamb consumers. Seasonal
conditions, as always, will have a critical impact.
Domestically and in our established international markets, community expectations around
environmental and welfare practices remain high. Consumer interest in the provenance of the food
they consume continues to grow.
The red meat and livestock industry operates on nearly half the Australian land mass, albeit sparsely,
so the industry is under continuous scrutiny for its impact on the environment.
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Continued...

The Australian red meat industry and the path to
long term prosperity
Continued ...
However, there is continued opportunity to both protect and enhance the natural resource base while
at the same time deliver increased productivity gains. Demonstrating this stewardship of the land is a
key opportunity.
The Australian red meat and livestock industry maintains a premium reputation for quality, underpinned
by robust integrity systems and on-farm practices that have instilled confidence in our trading
partners and consumers alike. Enhancing this position in the face of increasing scrutiny from multiple
stakeholders remains both a necessity and an opportunity for our industry to maintain what is also a
competitive advantage.
Profitability will remain the central driver of producer and industry advancement. Producers across
all three sectors of the industry – beef, sheepmeat and goatmeat – have enjoyed record prices after
enduring decades where prices paid increased at a faster rate than prices received. However, the
long-term prosperity of the production sector relies on the maintenance of positive returns and a new
emphasis on productivity.
For processors, significant input costs such as labour, transport and energy remain higher than our
major competitors and, particularly in the case of energy, continue to escalate. The search for cost
savings will remain a critical driver, meaning productivity improvements are essential for the industry
to remain profitable and sustainable.
The industry’s collective productivity imperative requires research, development and innovation that
deliver real commercial outcomes along the entire value chain. Objective measurement technology,
processing automation and the capture and shared application of data offer huge economic potential
through collaboration between value chain partners.
A critical challenge remains the need for adoption, not just of new research and development, but also
those latent opportunities for productivity gains that have already been identified. Adoption in large
areas of the industry, particularly in northern beef production, remains unsustainably low. The need
for new drivers of adoption coincides with the continued reduction in public extension services. MLA is
helping to fill these voids by facilitating adoption and building the capability of private providers, levy
payers, and other partners across the value chain.
At the same time, the expanded use of new mobile and online communication tools offers potential
that is only constrained by network limitations. As new automation and measurement technologies
emerge and as the footprint of digital technologies expand, there will be more ways for MLA to help
producers and their value chain partners share information and adopt new practices and business
models. Together, all these factors will drive the increasing globalisation of Australia’s red meat and
livestock industry.
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RED MEAT CHAMPIONS SESSION
Chair: Iain Bruce, Red Meat Updates Working Group
Iain Bruce is an agronomist and beef producer from the North West
coast of Tasmania. Iain studied Agricultural Science at the University
of Tasmania before spending eight years working as an Agronomist
for TP Jones & Co in the Northern Midlands of Tasmania. In 2015, Iain
returned home to the family farm at Stanley on a part time basis as
well as continuing his agronomy work with TP Jones. Iain manages his
time between both jobs and enjoys the challenges they both provide.
Iain is a keen advocate for Tasmanian agriculture, particularly grassfed beef and the other high quality produce that this state can provide.
Iain is a member of the Red Meat Updates working group.

Notes
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Industry innovator
Running a flexible, high-performing
livestock enterprise
Mark Bunge, Owner/Manager, Kooringal Partnership,
Coleraine VIC
Mark is the owner/manager of “Kooringal”, a 1800 hectare livestock
property at Coleraine in south west Victoria, running fine wool merinos
and a beef backgrounding enterprise.
Mark has been a More Beef from Pastures producer advocate for MLA and
a current host farm and vice president of the Elders sire evaluation trial.

Abstract:
The main focus of Mark’s business is on cost of production, knowing what it is and how to improve it.
He integrates pasture and livestock management to match the feed supply and demand throughout
the season.
Mark has a flexible business that can take advantage of better seasons and absorb the tougher ones.
https://www.mla.com.au/extension-training-and-tools/tools-calculators/Cost-of-production/
www.mla.com.au/extension-training-and-tools/tools-calculators/stocking-rate-calculator/
www.mla.com.au/extension-training-and-tools/tools-calculators/feed-budget-and-rotation-planner/

M 0409 962 248
E mbunge5@gmail.com

Notes

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Gate to plate
Diversifying and expanding into the retail
sector ... the experience from a valueadding venture
Ellie Wheeler, Director and Retail Business Manager, Landfall Farm
Fresh, Launceston TAS
As a Director and the Retail Business Manager of Landfall Farm Fresh, Ellie oversees
the day to day operation of her family’s specialist retail butcher shop and wholesale
business.
Ellie grew up on her family’s farm, Landfall, with four siblings who all developed a keen interest in staying
involved in the business. Family succession planning identified value adding to the primary production
business as an opportunity to diversify and expand. Landfall Farm Fresh was established in 2008 to market
locally grown, free range and grass fed Landfall Angus Beef and Landfall Prime Lamb direct to consumers.
Ellie’s passion for promoting locally produced food has developed through her study, work experience and
Landfall Farm Fresh. Ellie is a graduate of Deakin University in Melbourne, where she studied a Bachelor
of Health Science (Health Promotion) in 2005. She then enjoyed living in rural communities across country
Victoria working in health promotion and rural health.
Returning home in 2008, Ellie continued working in the health sector and commenced her role with Landfall
Farm Fresh. In 2015 Ellie completed a Graduate Certificate in Management (Agrifoods) at UTAS and AMC.
Ellie continues to enjoy the successes and challenges of running a family business, expanding her knowledge
and skills and learning to manage competing priorities. Ellie lives on the Landfall property with her husband
Tim, Assistant Farm Manager, and young daughter Grace.

Abstract:
The Archer Family has farmed Landfall in Northern Tasmania’s Tamar Valley since 1876. Five generations
of the family have worked to produce quality farm products, most notably, award winning Angus beef and
prime lamb. Much time and research has been invested in the Landfall stud with selection of genetics from
around the globe.
Today, Landfall and Greenhythe form the primary production operation where Angus beef and prime lamb
are farmed in a humane, low stress, free range grazing environment, within the strict guidelines of a quality
assured program.
The establishment of Landfall Farm Fresh in 2008 created a fully integrated, true paddock to plate supply
chain, incorporating the breeding, birthing, raising, marketing, selling and distributing of Landfall Angus
Beef and Landfall Prime Lamb. Although these businesses are run as separate entities, the close relationship
between producer and retailer is a valuable point of difference. Consumers express satisfaction in knowing
where their meat comes from and appreciation of their confidence and trust in the transparent Landfall
brand.
Fundamental values that underpin the businesses are; commitment to providing consistent premium quality
produce, fostering relationships of trust and integrity, and sustainable red meat production throughout the
supply chain.
This presentation will provide an overview of Landfall Farm Fresh. Key focus points will cover:

• the ability to keep non-farming family involved in the business outside the traditional farming practices;
• the value of direct consumer feedback and the benefit to both the retail and primary production
businesses;

• greater understanding of the opportunities and challenges faced by processors and retailers; and
• skill development, tool utilisation and engagement of experts and mentors throughout the learning
process.

M 0408 673 822 | E ellie.archer@hotmail.com
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Emerging leader
It’s not all blood, sweat & tears
Laura Grubb, Livestock Strategic Operations, Teys
Australia, Biloela QLD
Hailing from the Kimberley Laura’s passion for agriculture was fostered
by her exposure to the many different production systems her family
are involved in. During her university career she has developed a
strong interest in beef cattle production and meat science. This passion
coupled with a drive to get youth involved in agriculture has led to her
involvement the Angus Youth program and she has been fortunate
enough to receive several scholarships and bursaries including being
the 2013 Angus Youth Australia Illinois Scholar. Other highlights
include representing youth in ag at the United Nations Committee on
World Food Security with the Youth Ag Summit. Laura is now based
in central queensland where she works for Teys Australia buying cattle, working on R&D projects and
providing extension to producers as well as chairing the current Angus Youth Consultative Committee.

Abstract:
With the average age of farmers globally sitting at 58 years old, it is apparent that we are largely
failing to attract youth into the industry. Why is that and what can we do to change it?
Agriculture has a marketing issue. This is resulting in a false image of the industry being broadcasted
to not only the consumer but to potential farmers, consultants, scientists, community leaders and
politicians. The best marketing tool we have is the people within the industry. That is why the delegates
of the Youth Ag Summit formed a framework to include and empower youth in order to ensure a bright
future for ag:
• Boost education and skills building
• Communicate the value of agriculture careers and farming
• Promote socially acceptable and responsible consumption
• Innovate for sustainable intensification and new production systems
• Foster personal and organisational leadership
But how do we take action using this framework and does it really work?
www.youthagsummit.com
www.angusaustralia.com.au/angusyouth/

M 0447672272
E laurag@teysaust.com.au
T @lauragrubb92
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MLA UPDATES
MLA genetics project: genetics for
resilient livestock businesses
Hamish Chandler, Program Manager, Genetics, Meat and
Livestock Australia, Armidale NSW
Hamish Chandler completed a Rural Science degree at the University of
New England in 1995. After completing his degree, Hamish worked briefly
in the poultry industry and then the AI industry working with cattle and
sheep. He then worked as a BREEDPLAN consultant at ABRI in Armidale
for 5 years.
Hamish and his wife Leanne have owned and operated a farming business in the New England since
1998 predominantly run as a sheep breeding enterprise.
Hamish started at Sheep Genetics as the LAMBPLAN Project Officer in 2009 and went on to become
the Sheep Genetics Manager in 2013. In 2016 he took on the role of Genetics Program Manager within
MLA. This role sees Hamish managing MLAs investment in genetics R&D and evaluation programs
across beef and sheep.

Abstract:
Building resilient businesses in the red meat industry requires many factors to be taken into
consideration, starting out with the right animals is definitely one of those factors. This presentation
will outline why breeding values are an important step to you achieving your business targets, what
research is currently underway and how the latest technologies apply in genetic evaluations.

P 02 8055 1815
E hchandler@mla.com.au
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MLA consultation update: the impact
consultation is having on RD&E funding
Jenny O’Sullivan, Regional Chair, Tasmanian and South East
VIC SAMRC, Walkerville VIC
Jenny is well known for her role in promoting sustainable, productive
agriculture, particularly in Gippsland where she and her husband run a
680 hectare beef and sheep property. Jenny is current chair of the Red
Meat Panel which advises the research, development and adoption
(RD&A) priorities for investment of sheepmeat and grassfed beef levies through the MLA annual call.
More recently, Jenny and her husband Paul have created an exciting agri-tourism business, Gippsland
Food Adventures, which demonstrates the science and practices used to produce delicious tender
meat as well as promoting Gippsland as a premium food region.
Visit www.gippslandfoodadventures.com.au

Abstract:
A revitalised Southern Australian Meat Research Council (SAMRC) was established by the major
investors in red meat RD&A in South Eastern Australia in July 2015. The committee of seven farmer
representatives (chairs of each region) and others from five State Governments, six universities, CSIRO,
and Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) has been instrumental to its successful revitalisation. MLA
now vests this entity (and NABRC in the North and WALRC in the West) with responsibility for guiding
its RD&A investment in the grassfed sheep meat and beef sectors.
In the first year, 18 projects were funded as a result of the annual call and priorities set using this
regional consultation process. Thirteen projects addressed southern priorities.
Key areas addressed:
1. A farm systems approach: four projects funded
2. Feedbase development: three projects funded
3. Animal productivity, health and welfare: four projects funded
4. Developing people: two projects funded
Northern projects focused on tropical grasses and legumes, buffalo fly and ticks, and early life
supplementation to improve rumen function.
Supply chain and extension are also a big priority. These areas are through other mechanisms and a
focus of all regional committees.
The current year 2016/2017 the Southern focus was on:

Feedbase:
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		

Participatory research into fodder/feed systems for climate zones to fill feed gaps that are
utilised to lift red meat production;
Develop pasture species resilient to climate variability giving longer vegetation growth for
regions; and
Innovative regional approaches to engage providers to lift quality, quantity and utilization of
feedbase to lift production.

Whole Farm Breeder Productivity Systems:
1.
2.
		

Reduce reproductive wastage through improved monitoring and targets management; and
Reduce impact of disease carried by pest animals that affect the mortality and fertility of
livestock.

This presentation will outline the impact and outcomes from the process to date.

M 0419153377 | E osulliva@dcsi.net.au
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IRRIGATED PASTURE UPDATES
Chair: David Squibb, Southern Region Sales Manager, PGG
Wrightson Seeds, Devonport TAS
David Squibb is the Southern Regional Sales Manager, for PGG Wrightson
Seeds, providing advice/extension activities within Tasmania as well as
managing staff in Victoria and Southern NSW. David has been with PGG
Wrightson Seeds for 12 years, based full time in the state, after working for
a leading Tasmanian rural supplier for 10 years before this.
David is a born and bred Tasmanian, involved with many agricultural industry
groups in Tasmania, and is passionate about increasing productivity in
the pastoral grazing sectors. David has worked closely with dairy feedbase and nutrition discussion
groups, several beef discussion groups and various prime lamb producers, attending regular meetings
and field walks. David is available for farm visits at any time, by arrangement, to discuss pasture and
forage options with producers.

M 0425790222
E dsquibb@pggwrightsonseeds.com.au
T @dsquibbPGWS

				

Intensive lamb finishing with irrigation
Stephen Creese, Farm owner/Farming company managing
director, Creese North East, Bowood Pastoral, Clovelly
Tasmania, Mt Elephant Pastoral, Tomahawk, Bridport,
Gladstone, Longford, Perth TAS and Derrinallum VIC
Stephen Creese is the owner of a mixed farming operation based at
Tomahawk in North East Tasmania growing potatoes, angus cattle and a
self-replacing composite prime lamb flock.

He is Country Manager/Director of Ingleby Farms Australia which has a diverse operation from
dairying, prime lamb production, processing vegetable growing and small seed production. Stephen is
also a director of Ingleby Farms New Zealand.

Abstract:
Stephen operates three different finishing systems:
1. Incorporates some cattle in the program with lambs sold from store weights through to heavy
export;
2. Focus on preparing ewe lambs for mating and backgrounding terminal lambs; and
3. Finishing lambs on crops post-harvest
All these systems require different management strategies and sub divisional fencing and good stock
water are essential. Other points to be considered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pasture utilization vs liveweight gain is the trade off;
Controlling internal parasites will become the challenge;
Pasture species are being reconsidered based on farm trial work;
Metabolisable energy, protein and neutral detergent fibre levels of pasture are the drivers key
for maximum weight gain;
The importance of mob size is being questioned as it poses logistical issues;
Incorporation of other livestock classes can be needed to maintain a quality feed wedge in
spring; and
Proactive rather than reactive management is essential when dealing with large numbers.

E Stephen@creesenortheast.com.au or Stephen.creese@inglebyfarms.com
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Profitable pasture production under
irrigation
Basil Doonan, Macquarie Franklin, Devonport TAS
Basil Doonan has over 20 years of experience in farm business management,
training and consultancy. He has worked extensively in Australia and
overseas in grazing industries primarily consulting to farm business owners
and managers and developing and delivering farmer training. He is currently
consulting to 20 dairy businesses and 15 beef businesses on a monthly basis, and runs groups focused
on the implementation of tactical activities that drive profit.

Abstract:
The most profitable livestock producers generate double the level of profitability of the average over
the long term. Over an asset base of $4 million dollars, this equates to approximately $120,000 in
profit. They do this by generating higher levels of production per hectare while maintaining a low cost
structure. Central to achieving this are the following factors:
• Optimum feed utilisation
• A clear understanding of the farm business and the drivers of success
• A strong motivation to achieve
This presentation will demonstrate the extent of the difference in resource efficiency between the most
profitable livestock managers and the others to show the extent of the opportunity that exists for the
majority.
M 0400 455 158 | E bdoonan@macfrank.com.au

Water use efficiency and irrigation
management of Tasmanian forage
options
James Hills, Senior Research Fellow, TIA, Burnie TAS
Dr James Hills is a Senior Research Fellow at the Tasmanian Institute of
Agriculture’s Dairy Centre, where he is the Research and Development team
leader. He currently leads a team of researchers focusing on research in the
areas of feedbase, animal nutrition, biophysical and farm-system modelling and precision agriculture
and new technologies relevant to temperate pasture-based dairy systems. He has a particular interest
in variability in farming systems and the use of technology for measuring and managing this variability
to improve the efficiency and sustainability of production. James is currently leading a project
examining the use of automated variable rate irrigation technology for improving the efficiency of
irrigation application to pastures. This project also involves collection of data for benchmarking and
monitoring purposes and involves collaboration with research across Australia from the cotton, dairy,
sugar and rice industries.

Abstract:
Presentation and abstract by James Hills and Adam Langworthy.
Improving the water-use efficiency [WUE: ratio of dry matter (DM) production to water used] of homegrown feed production is of growing importance in grazing systems. This is a result of increasing climate
variability, increasing competition, and the rising cost of irrigation water. Achieving high forage yields
(t DM/ha) is a key determinant to maximising WUE, as yields exhibit a strong positive relationship with
WUE (R2 = 0.79). Forage yields (t DM/ha) can be increased by: (i) selecting appropriate species for the
prevailing environment (e.g. right plant, right place); and (ii) removing yield limitations, for example
diseases and pests, inappropriate grazing practices, poor irrigation management, and soil fertility
deficiencies.

Continued...

Water use efficiency and irrigation management of
Tasmanian forage options
Continued...
The majority of home-grown feed in Tasmanian grazing systems is obtained from permanent perennial
pastures as the Tasmanian climate is conducive for low-cost high-quality pasture production. Under
irrigation, perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.) has the highest yield potential of perennial pasture
grasses sown in Tasmania. In north-western Tasmania, the WUE of perennial ryegrass has been found
to range between 1.1-1.2 t DM/ML. Annual forage species are often incorporated into Tasmanian
grazing system as a way of maximising WUE. Turnips (Brassica rapa L. var. rapa) are the most popular
of the Brassica species used. Across a range of Tasmanian regions, the mean WUE of turnips is
approximately 4.0 t DM/ML. Maize (Zea mays L.), considered as a specialty silage crop, with grazeable
cultivars now available, has higher production costs compared to turnips, but is capable of achieving
very high WUE levels (5.0 t DM/ML). However, decisions to integrate annual forages into the grazing
system should not be based on WUE alone but rather on how the crop complements the whole farm
system and potential impact on farm profit and risk. While it is possible to demonstrate increased farm
profitability through integrating annual forage crops in pasture based grazing systems, compared with
pasture only systems (30% more operating profit from farmlet studies in NSW1), there is little evidence
for improvement in farm profits in temperate environments, such as Tasmania. This is most likely
due to the ability of perennial ryegrass to achieve yields in excess of 20t DM/ha under irrigation2 in
comparison to the cutting and conservation required to maximise the utilisation of most annual forage
crops. In the Tasmanian environment, annual forage crops are more effective when integrated as part
of a pasture renovation cycle.
One of the major limitations to achieving high forage yields and hence improved WUE in Tasmania
is poor irrigation scheduling. In particular, where pivot irrigators are installed, extended intervals
between irrigation events, where water use exceeds supply, can lead to significant soil moisture
deficits. These deficits can be difficult to correct, even with increased irrigation schedules or continuous
pivot operation. Under these conditions the plants are not able to easily extract the applied water.
This phenomena has been termed the ‘green drought’, where forages remain green but growth rates
are significantly reduced. Lost production in excess of 20kg DM/ha/day for perennial ryegrass has
been observed, which can equate to a potential loss of more than 1.8t DM/ha over the key irrigation
months. Excessive irrigation can also be an issue, especially if the crop is kept close to or above field
capacity, leading to inefficient use of rainfall events and saturation of the soil profile. Understanding the
available water for the soil type and forage grown, along with how much is being used on a daily basis
(evapotranspiration), as well as understanding the system capacity of the irrigation equipment (mm/
day), are key requirements to ensure water inputs are matching demand, giving maximum yield and
WUE. Various scheduling tools and other technologies, including soil moisture probes, are available to
assist with water budgeting and irrigation scheduling.

E James.Hills@utas.edu.au
References
1 Ranwsley, R., Chapman, D., Jacobs, J., Garcia,S., Callow, M., Edwards, G. and Pembleton, K. 2013. Complementary forages –
integration at a whole-farm level. Animal Production Science 53:976-987
2 Rawnsley, RP, Donaghy, DJ and Stevens DR 2007. What is limiting production and consumption of perennial ryegrass in
temperate dairy regions of Australia and New Zealand. In ‘Proceedings of the 3rd Australasian dairy science symposium 2007:
meeting the challenges for pasture-based dairying’. (Eds DF Chapman, DA Clark, KLMacmillan, DP Nation) pp. 256–274.
(National Dairy Alliance:Melbourne)
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Maximising pasture production and
utilisation for best practice lamb
finishing under irrigation
Andrew Archer, Livestock Manager, Chester Partnership,
Westwood TAS
Andrew works with his brother, Sam, and parents, Bruce and Katrina,
on the family’s farming business at Westwood. The family farm four
properties between Westwood and Westbury, running a total of 2,500
hectares with 5,000 ewes and 500 cattle (commercial herd and poll
Hereford seed stock production). 300 hectares of the property is under cropping.
On leaving school Andrew left Tasmania and worked on livestock properties in Queensland and New
Zealand (12 months in each place). He then studied Farm Business Management at Marcus Oldham,
finishing in 2009. Andrew then worked as an overseer on a sheep property at Mansfield in Victoria for
three years before returning home in 2013.
Andrew was a foundational member of the Longford Red Meat Group, along with his sister Josie, who
was also working at Chester at the time Andrew returned home. The group began as a Lifetime Ewe
Management group in 2013, and then in 2014 went on to study Pasture Principles. They were then
fortunate to receive some funding from MLA for a Producer Demonstration Site project for three years
which has enabled the group to continue their learning and improving grazing management practices.
TP Jones provide further support to the trial that the group is running by providing consumables such
as eIDs and tests (FEC, soil and sap, feed).

Abstract:
The Longford Red Meat Group work together with support from technical experts, to improve their
pasture and grazing management skills and to solve some of the challenges in implementing best
practice grazing management within their irrigated cropping/grazing systems.
The trial that the group are running is posing the question: “Based on the influence of the type of
pasture (rye grass vs clover) and animal health considerations (worm management) are there
production benefits and an associated economic improvement with modifying fencing infrastructure
under centre pivots to improve grazing management and pasture utilisation?”
The trial will run for three years at a number of different sites. Andrew has hosted the year one trial,
and the results presented today are from the first year.
For a range of reasons, the grazing rotation over the spring/summer was not ideal for obtaining the
best possible performance from ryegrass pastures, and once the quality was compromised early in
the season it was not able to be recovered. Hence, the results do not represent a good comparison of
the production potential of ryegrass and clover pastures. However, this outcome has demonstrated
that ryegrass pastures are not easy to manage to achieve the best possible production, and that it
is critical to be on the ball in measuring and monitoring and using this information to quickly inform
decisions and adjust rotations as required. Additionally, the results support the findings of McMeekin
that if stocking rate is not increased it is not possible to capture the benefits of rotational grazing.
Data collected from the trial between December 2016 and March 2017 has highlighted that:
• It is critically important to understand plant physiology to be able to optimise management.
• Clover does not have a specific requirement around grazing interval so management doesn’t
need to be so tight to ensure quality (the downside of not getting it right is only wastage).
• Ryegrass is a lot more sensitive to the grazing interval (determined by leaf emergence rate), and
getting it wrong will result in the compromising of:
1. Quality;
2. Quantity; and
3. Survivability.							

Continued...
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Maximising pasture production and utilisation for
best practice lamb finishing under irrigation
Continued...
•

•
•
•

Rotational grazing must be done based on plant physiology not by a set (or random) grazing
or rest interval. To capture the additional pasture grown, stocking rates of rotationally grazed
treatments must be 30-50% higher than set stocked.
Management can only be optimised by capturing, processing and reacting to data in a timely
manner
Profit per hectare of the clover treatments was $10,359 (set stocked) and $9,352 (rotation)
compared to $3,455 for the grass set stocked and $3,615 for the grass rotation.
The labour per hectare difference between set stocked and rotationally grazed treatments
indicated that while the rotational treatments were between 2.5 and 3 time more expensive, the
overall cost per ha was not high ($97/ha vs $36/ha).

The trial wrapped up at Chester at the beginning of June 2017. The year two trial has been established
at John Ramsay’s property, Ratho, at Bothwell.
Further information on the trial is available at www.macquariefranklin.com.au/current-projects/

M 0429 194 379
E asarcher3@gmail.com
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DRYLAND PASTURE UPDATES
Chair: Rob Winter, Southern Australia Heritage Seeds,
Longford, TAS
Rob has broad experience in the temperate pasture industry and related
mixed farming for 19 years. Rob’s current role includes developing and
implementing extension tools for temperate forages and representing
Heritage Seeds in Tasmania. He has a particular interest in identifying
opportunities for improved pasture productivity, addressing feed gaps
and encouraging adoption of improved methods and best practice. Rob
has been with Heritage seeds for seven years, previously an agronomy,
production and management role in seed production in northern
Tasmania. He has a degree in Applied Agricultural Science from the
University of Tasmania. Rob originally hails from Seven Mile Beach, has
lived at Geeveston, Penguin and since 2001, in Longford. He is the Scout
Leader with the Cressy Scout Group and needs to find time to complete
a 1:48 MkIV Mosquito model.

Legumes: Nodules equals nitrogen –
have you checked lately?
Belinda Hackney, Agronomist, Central West Local Land Services
and Graham Centre for Agricultural Innovation, Forbes NSW
After completing a Bachelor of Rural Science (Hons) at Armidale in 1997,
Belinda commenced work with NSW DPI at Wagga Wagga in 1998 where
she remained until 2009. During this time, Belinda undertook research on
factors affecting pasture growth in topographically variable landscapes
and strategically allocating management inputs to increase economic return. She completed her PhD
(University of Sydney) in this area of research in 2009. During her time at Wagga Wagga, Belinda
commenced a research and adoption program on the use of new generation hardseeded legumes
in crop-pasture rotations – work that she continues today. In 2009, she transferred to NSW DPI at
Bathurst in a mixed research/extension role where she continued her legume work. In 2013, Belinda
commenced a postdoctoral research role with the Graham Centre for Agricultural Innovation continuing
the development and adoption of hardseeded annual legumes as on-demand pastures in the mixed
farming zone. As part of this role, and in collaboration with her colleagues, they undertook an extensive
survey on legume nodulation. From 2013-2015 Belinda lectured in pasture agronomy as Charles Sturt
University. In September 2015, she commenced a role with Central West Local Land Services to further
expand adoption of legumes in the mixed farming zone of NSW.

Abstract:
Two hundred and twenty-five paddocks were sampled across the central and southern regions of NSW
to quantify the nodulation status of pasture legumes in existing pasture paddocks. Results of this survey
found that 90% or more of all paddocks had inadequate nodulation and in some regions, up to 20%
of sampled paddocks had no nodules present on plants sampled. Group C and Group AL/AM strain
rhizobia would be expected to perform sub-optimally in more than 70 and 90% of sampled paddocks
respectively. Inadequate supply of key soil nutrients, particularly sulphur was very prevalent across all
regions. The results of the survey indicate that the provision of nitrogen via biological nitrogen fixation
may be limited and considerably less than that commonly reported in the literature It appears there is a
lack of awareness of this issue within the industry and determining nodulation of representative plants
excavated from the soil is a first and critical step in assessing nitrogen fixation potential of a legumebased pasture paddock. Addressing the issue of poor nodulation is likely to require amelioration of
widespread soil acidity issues and provision of soil nutrients essential for symbiotic nitrogen fixation.
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Success with sub-clovers
Rob Winter, Regional Agronomist - Southern Australia,
Heritage Seeds, Longford TAS
Abstract:
Sub-clover is probably the most important pasture legume in southern
Australia. It provides a reliable, productive and hardy clover component
that regenerates year-after-year. Sub-clovers are annuals and reseeding is needed to re-establish the clover in future years. A couple
of years of effective re-seeding will create a seed bank to back-up the
occasional failed season or false breaks.
Selection of correct sub-species, (relative) maturity and agronomic features is important, and it is often
a good idea to sow at least two different types, with complimentary properties. Developments by plant
breeders for traits such as improved disease resistance, higher levels of hard seed, selection for higher
forage yield and improved re-seeding, are being readily adopted.
The ideal conditions for good sub clover growth include a pH range of 5.2-7.5 (w), adequate phosphorus,
potassium, sulphur, boron and attention to some others trace elements, especially molybdenum. Higher
initial sowing rates will offer the pasture an earlier opportunity to create the seed bank and increased
forage yields in the establishment years.
Pasture maintenance should include monitoring and responding to pests, especially red-legged earth
mite. Timely insecticide treatments are often most critical in autumn during re-establishment and/or
in early-mid spring during seeding. Weed control is often best performed in late autumn when weeds
are small and to avoid spraying during flowering or seed set later in the year. Appropriate maintenance
fertiliser, with phosphorus application rates of 0.8 – 1.1 kg P/ha/yr/dse are usually required to maintain
performance, and inclusion of 50-60 g/ha of molybdenum may be required every 4-5 years or so.

M 0427 010 870
E rwinter@heritageseeds.com.au

Notes
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Insect pasture pest management
Jason Lynch, Macquarie Franklin, Devonport TAS
Jason Lynch is a senior consultant at Macquarie Franklin, with 18 years’
experience in production agronomy. Jason works with clients to improve
the profitability and sustainability of a diverse range of agricultural
production systems.
Jason has agronomic experience in both pasture based and a range of
broad acre and intensive cropping systems, in addition to horticultural
enterprises. Jason provides advice to clients on crop protection,
integrated pest management practices, soil health management, plant
and soil nutrition, and soil moisture and irrigation management. He has
well developed communication skills, and has extensive experience in the delivery of presentations and
group facilitation for both small and large audiences. Jason’s client mix includes small and large scale
businesses, and both family farms and corporate enterprises.
Jason can provide independent agronomic advice with an in-depth knowledge of farming systems.

Abstract:
Tasmanian pastures are susceptible to damage from a range of insect pasture pests, and the pests
that are most often responsible include cockchafer larvae (black and redheaded), corbie grubs and the
red legged earth mite.
The level of pasture damage varies considerably depending upon the type of insect pest responsible,
pest population numbers and most importantly, the susceptibility of the pasture species present.
Seasonal conditions play a major role in influencing insect population numbers. For example, unmanaged
spring and summer excessive pasture growth typically allows for increased red headed cockchafer and
corbie grub egg laying activity and the greater survival of the larvae which are responsible for the
pasture damage.
The opportunity to adopt integrated pest management (IPM) principles offers a broad approach to
successful pest control and includes:
• understanding of the insect’s lifecycle and what conditions favour the build-up of pest populations;
• monitoring pest population numbers and involves when, where and how to check for pests;
• knowledge of acceptable pest thresholds that would trigger control activities;
• cultural controls such as the use of more insect tolerant pasture species and grazing management;
and
• The responsible and timely application of synthetic and biological insecticides.
Whilst it is generally not practical or economic to achieve comprehensive insect pasture pest control
over an entire property, it is important to prioritise the adoption of preventative cultural control
measures, monitor for pest population numbers and the use of synthetic and biological insecticides on
higher value pastures.

M 0459 031 311
E jlynch@macfrank.com.au
Useful Links:
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Pasture-Pests-Book-final.pdf
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Pest%Surveillance.xlsx
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Matching management and
investment to land capability
Charles Downie, Owner/manager, Glenelg Estate, Gretna TAS
Charles Downie returned to manage family farming business at
“Glenelg” in the Derwent Valley in 2003. Prior to that, he completed
a farm management degree at Marcus Oldham College in Geelong,
and spent time working in Western Australia and South Dakota in the
United States. After five years managing “Glenelg”, he joined NAB and
spent 18 months in agribusiness banking before returning to farming
in 2010. Charles is particularly interested in the use of technology in agriculture.

Abstract:
Glenelg Estate is a predominantly grazing business running merino sheep for wool production on
dryland pasture.
The operation runs approximately 16,500 merino sheep across 6,000 hectares from Gretna in the
Derwent Valley to Interlaken, 25 kilometres north of Bothwell. Rainfall ranges from 470mm at Gretna
to 600mm at Interlaken. Until recently there was also a 400 cow breeding herd running over the
properties.
There is a large variation in topography (aspect) and soil type across the properties, which necessitates
different management strategies. Extensive grazing history has been collected for all paddocks across
the properties, along with soil testing and subjective measures. The data is used to aid decision making
on appropriate stocking rates, fertiliser use and capital investment.

M 0417 591 118 | E charles.downie@gmail.com

VIRTUAL FARM TOUR
Chair: James Brown, TP Jones & Co, Youngtown, TAS
James Brown started with TP Jones in September 2016 in the role of Livestock
Production Manager. This role sees him manage their Animal Health portfolio
including Fee for Service advice specific to Livestock Production. Through
this role, James will be able to work directly with his customers to implement
strategies to increase production at a hands-on level. Prior to this, James
had been Farm Operations Manager for Ingleby Farms and managed two
properties in Tasmania producing over 30,000 prime lambs. He also has
previous experience managing large wool & beef operations in Victoria.
James has significant production experience across all livestock industries as well as irrigation and
high value crop management.

M 0427 542 554 | E james@tpjones.com.au
William and Melissa
Pastoral, Triabunna

Fergusson,

Grindstone

Bay

William and Melissa Fergusson own and manage Grindstone
Bay Pastoral on the East Coast of Tasmania. William has had 35
years’ experience working on and managing grazing properties,
his primary focus is farm production and development. Melissa
has worked in business for 20 years and her primary focuses are
business management, finance and Workplace Health and Safety.
They have five full time and two casual employees.
Grindstone Bay Pastoral is a combination of owned and leased properties based around Triabunna,
with one lease property at Chain of Lagoons near St Marys. The average rainfall for the Triabunna
properties is 500mm, and 875mm for Chain of Lagoons. Two other lease properties are very close to
home.
William and Melissa are the second generation of Fergusson’s farming at Grindstone Bay and run
dryland sheep and cattle enterprises. The sheep enterprise consists of predominately 10,000 merino
ewes - joined 65% to merinos for fine wool and 35% to Border Leicester rams and 3,500 merino wethers.
The cattle enterprise consists of beef breeding, trading and lot finishing.
Over past years, the Fergusson’s have focused on educating their three sons and making improvements
to the farm infrastructure and pasture productivity. With their youngest son completing school this
year and the eldest returning to the farm within two years, the business will transition in to new growth
period.
The main challenge for Grindstone Bay is the climate variability of Tasmania’s east coast. Weather
patterns such as prolonged dry periods followed by extreme rain events present significant challenges
for managing the property. The Fergusson’s deal with these types of challenges by having long term
plans and the resilience to stick to them through tough times while being adaptable when the time calls
for it. Enterprises are chosen and the business is run to best suit the environment.
Three key messages for business resilience:
1. Be passionate
2. Have a plan
3. Be adaptable
The virtual farm tour was filmed in April 2017.

E admin@grindstonebay.com.au
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SHEEP UPDATES
Chair: Helen Hume, State Credit Manager – Tasmania,
Ruralco Holdings, Hobart TAS
Helen has Bachelor of Rural Science from University of New
England and has been with Roberts & Ruralco Holdings since
July 2011 in various roles, predominately as Credit Manager. Her
main focus is liaising with staff and customers to assist them with
planning purchases and in times of financial difficulty. Providing
solutions for customers is the best part of the job. As a member
of the Tasmanian Operations leadership group, Helen is actively
involved with the day to day management of the Roberts business
as a whole.
Helen is married to a wool grower and lives in the beautiful Derwent Valley.

M 0404 994 093
E hhume@robertsltd.com.au

Is there a better future than the
business-as-usual commodity cycle?
James Lord, Director, Huon Valley Meat Co., Huon Valley
TAS
James Lord is owner and Director of the Huon Valley Meat Co. The
Huon Valley Meat Co. operates a domestic multi-species abattoir
at Cradoc and a butcher shop in West Hobart. James has recently
graduated from the Australian Rural Leadership Program (ARLP).
The ARLP is Australia’s iconic leadership development program that
reflects current thinking and practice in leadership and capacity
building for regional and rural Australia.
James has a keen interest in long-term sustainability and Tasmania’s economic future.

Abstract:
James has long been frustrated by the boom and bust cycle of agriculture. He doesn’t see that cycle
as a good enough foundation for long term sustainability. James returned home to Tasmania in 2011
determined to see if he could find a better way forward.
Having built and run a processing, retailing and small goods business over the past six years, James
believes there is an opportunity for us here in Tasmania to do better than the business as usual
commodity cycle.
James believes that our product quality, provenance and ability to supply with consistency hold the
keys to that opportunity. However, James also believes that it will require a move away from spot selling
to a risk managed supply chain approach, the establishment of long term open relationships and the
capacity for rewards to be shared throughout the supply chain.
James’ experience tells him that this is a significant shift in approach for many, but it is also the best
way he has found to achieve a more sustainable future for our industry and our State.

M 0439 911 490
E james@huonvalleymeatco.com.au
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How to build resilient businesses that
stay in the family
Isobel Knight, Director and Succession Planner, Proagtive,
Loomberah NSW
Isobel Knight is a succession planning specialist and the founder and
director of Australia’s leading Succession Planning Business, Proagtive.
Isobel has made this topic and this business her life’s work. She is
determined that Australian farming families should remain the stewards
of our agricultural land. She believes effective transition to the next
generation is the founding pillar for this outcome to be the reality.
Isobel knows first-hand what this entails as she is married to a farmer and she and her husband,
Rod, run a beef cattle trading business at Loomberah and Gloucester in New South Wales. She has
three children and one grand daughter and degrees in Business Law, Psychology and has training
in counselling and mediation. With over 17 years’ experience, Isobel offers a unique and effective
succession planning service to farming families.

Abstract:
Proagtive specialises in farm succession planning. They have an absolute desire to see farming families
remain the stewards of our agricultural land: the very essence of family businesses that focus on
providing an opportunity for the next generation is the long term view to the future that they hold
and work to. To survive in the long term they must be honourable stewards of their land and run their
businesses efficiently and professionally, which includes planning for the transition of management,
leadership and ownership to the next generation. To do this well is the final test for business managers
and owners. This is the legacy they leave as a result of their life’s work and in many cases those who
have gone before them.
Succession is far more than the transfer of assets when the business owners either retire or pass away.
Business viability is a critical element of the process; it underpins an effective succession and estate
plan, and therefore it is important that planning is done early to achieve certain financial outcomes.
Each generation has their own set of characteristics, having been moulded by the technology and
social influences of their time. Inter-generational dynamics need to be considered and understood to
ensure harmonious business relationships and productive businesses.
Succession is an evolving process which involves choosing and grooming the successor(s), planning
for the future, coping with the transition of roles and communicating the change to the family and the
business stakeholders, and of course letting go gracefully. An effective communication platform is an
essential overarching component of a resilient business in transition, delivering inclusion, buy-in and a
forum for conflict resolution and forward planning.

M 0419 464 867
E isobel@proagtive.com.au
W www.proagtive.com.au
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Brassica forage options in Tasmania
Kurt de Jonge, Agronomist, Roberts Limited, Smithton TAS
Kurt is a Sales Agronomist with Roberts Limited, based in Smithton on the
North West Coast of Tasmania. With qualifications in Natural Resource
Management and over six years’ experience in the industry as an
agronomist, Kurt has a strong passion for agriculture in Tasmania. Kurt is
a recent graduate of the Marcus Oldham Rural Leadership Program, and
in 2016 represented Tasmania at the GrowAg Summit convened by the
Australian Government’s Rural Industries Research and Development
Corporation.
Kurt’s role is to provide high value, integrated agronomic advice and support to farming clients of
Roberts Limited. His areas of expertise are broad and diverse, and include vegetable, poppy, bio
fumigation, cereal, pasture and fodder crop production (including lucerne, maize, brassicas and fodder
beet). His main interest is in developing strategies for grazing based enterprises to incorporate fodder
crops into production systems as a way to improve yields and profitability.

Abstract:
In Tasmania, forage brassicas are a specialty forage crop that can be a high quality, productive
alternative feed source. It can be established during the warmer months to fill a summer, autumn
or winter feed gap. Although grass has to be the first priority in feeding livestock efficiently, forage
brassica crops can play an important role in lamb production.
The benefits of forage brassicas for red meat producers are:
• they provide feed at key times of the year when pastures are of low quality or quantity;
• can provide high yielding crops in small areas;
• they have the ability to reduce pressures on other areas of the farm at challenging times of the
year;
• are an efficient use of rainfall and/or irrigation;
• can be used as a versatile break crop that can provide a break from pest, disease or weeds; and
• can provide high quality feed improving animal performance for low cost.
The main varieties of forage brassica used in the state are turnip (including stubble turnip), rape, kale
and swede. Regardless of what variety is being grown, six critical factors will influence your crop’s
level of success: paddock selection, paddock preparation, sowing technology, crop nutrition, crop
protection, and grazing management. With adequate planning and management, forage brassicas
are an excellent option for any producer wanting to increase their productivity and profitability.

P 03 6452 0511
M 0427 148 829
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The missing pieces of young ewe
productivity
Tom Bull, General Manager, Lambpro, Holbrook NSW
Tom Bull is the General Manager of one of Australia’s largest seedstock
businesses, LAMBPRO. The business joined 5100 seedstock ewes in
2017 at Holbrook consisting of Poll Dorset, Tradie (Southdown/Dorset)
and Primeline Maternal ewes.
The business is a leader in technology adoption and runs one of
Australia’s largest terminal and maternal progeny test programs. The
outcomes of this research is redefining what drives profit in maternal
flocks, and objectively breeding for consumer liking in terminal flocks.

Abstract:
Central to running a profitable prime lamb flock is the relative performance of ewes in their early life.
Joining ewes at seven months of age requires a specific program to achieve target conception rates,
lamb survival and subsequent rebreeding as two year olds.
Conception rates can vary in many flocks from 65-95%, with lamb survival rates varying from 40-80%
when lambing ewes at 12-14 months of age. Conception rates as two year olds can range from 82-97%.
The combination of low conception, with poor survival make joining ewes at 7-9 months an uneconomic
practice in some flocks. Understanding key drivers of performance variation is critical to ensuring the
practice assists to drive down cost of production.
Minimising the percentage of young ewes, by targeting optimum flock structure is also a key component
to reducing cost of production.

M 0438 680 585
E lambpro@bigpond.com
A PO Box 135, Holbrook NSW 2644

Notes
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BEEF UPDATES
Chair: Ed Archer, Property manager, Landfall Angus and
Greenhythe Pastoral, Tamar Valley TAS
Since 2003, Ed has managed Greenhythe, a grazing property located in
the Tamar Valley of Tasmania on behalf of his family’s business. Ed has
now moved into business ownership with his brother Frank.
Ed’s role sees him responsible for the day to day running of Greenhythe,
which runs an Angus seedstock enterprise and a self-replacing composite
ewe flock, producing store lambs. Ed, in conjunction with Frank, now run
Landfall Angus, which consists of some 1350 registered Angus cows
selling 400+ bulls annually across the Eastern states of Australia.
In 1998, Ed obtained an Advanced Diploma in Agribusiness Administration through Marcus Oldham
College in Geelong. Ed continues to gain valuable knowledge from industry mentors and peers to
further improve his grazing management and animal production skills.
Ed’s little bit of spare time sees him enjoying time with his two young children, and fishing when possible.

M 0417 337 144

Notes

		
		
		
		
		
		
					

Building a resilient beef business
Chris MacQueen, RJ Jones and CJ MacQueen Pastoral,
Flinders Island, Tas
Chris MacQueen was born and raised on Flinders Island and attended
boarding school in Launceston. After school, Chris spent time travelling
and returned to the family farm eleven years ago. Chris’s grandfather
went to Flinders Island in 1965 through the soldier settlement scheme
and Chris’s father managed 525 hectares on the Island until 2013, when
Chris took on the property as a lease and purchased an additional 400 hectares. Chris’s wife, Rachel,
manages the bookkeeping for the business and his father still works on the farm with him. Chris and
Rachel have three sons aged two, four and eight.
When Chris returned to the farm, his father was running a fine wool merino flock. When Chris took
over full time management in 2013, they were running a 540-head self-replacing beef herd. In 2017,
the farm will be calving 950 cows on 925 hectares. Heifers calve for four to five weeks and cows for six
weeks in August and September and all are joined to Landfall Angus bulls. Steers are sent to the feedlot
at 14-15 months and surplus females are finished or sold as trading stock.
The property is entirely dryland grazing and average annual rainfall is 700mm. The soils range from
light sandy to heavy clay.
Chris originally had no interest in farming growing up and has not had any formal training in agriculture.
Now that he is back on the farm, he can’t imagine doing anything else. He takes advantage of any
opportunity to attend training activities, is involved in a benchmarking group and implements what
he has learnt. He utilises peers and networks for advice, drawing information from several sources to
make calculated, informed decisions.
Chris is aiming to expand the business to justify a full-time employee. He believes scale is how you make
it in beef, developing a business model that works and repeating it. Being on an island, there is the need
to squeeze a lot out of a small piece of land to be profitable.
Seasonal variability is the main challenge for Chris and he mitigates this by keeping the business model
simple with one enterprise and monitoring feed availability and animal requirements.
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Forage for successful winter beef
finishing
Sophie Folder, Agricultural Consultant, Pear Consulting,
Dunorlan TAS
Sophie Folder is an agricultural consultant who has worked in extension,
research and consulting roles for nineteen years. Sophie is passionate
about the people side of agriculture and is a skilled facilitator having
spent much of her career working with farmer groups.
Sophie previously worked as a Beef Industry Development Officer with the Victorian DPI where she
developed her technical expertise in grazing management, nutrition, meat science, chiller assessment
and beef marketing.
Sophie returned to Tasmania in 2007 and took on a role at Serve-Ag as a Project Manager in Sustainable
Agriculture working with farmer groups across the state to address sustainable production issues on
farms.
Five years ago, she commenced her own consulting business ‘Pear Consulting’ and now undertakes
specialist project consultancy services in the areas of people management, delivery of extension
programs and focuses on sustainable use of agricultural resources.
Sophie is the Tasmanian Group Coordinator for the pasture fed beef project, a collaborative project
between JBS and Victorian Dept. Economic Development and supported by MLA. She is enjoying
working with the Tasmanian JBS Farm Assurance suppliers through this project to investigate options
for increasing continuity of supply and compliance to market specifications into the Great Southern
brand.

Abstract:
This case study was produced by the Pasture Fed Beef and TasForage projects in Tasmania during 2016
to highlight a successful winter finishing program. The case study follows the beef finishing enterprise
of George and Galina Shea on their Lyndall property in the Derwent Valley of Tasmania. In recent years,
they have changed their beef operation from grain feeding for Coles and Woolworths to a pasture fed
operation, solely supplying the JBS Farm Assurance program.
On advice from his agronomist, George has sown new forage varieties to increase his winter feed base.
This has enabled him to fatten cattle out of season, and capitalise on the price premiums offered by
JBS over the winter period. George has also refined his on farm pre-slaughter management processes
to maximise his MSA grading results.
The benefits and keys to success of the Lyndall winter finishing strategy, include:
• Increased dry matter production through new forage varieties;
• Short interval to grazing of sown forage crops;
• High stocking rates achieved;
• High average daily gain through winter;
• Increased compliance rates to MSA and JBS Farm Assurance specifications;
• Financial returns are maximised; and
• Increased knowledge through monitoring of feed quality and dry matter production through the
season.
For further information please contact Sophie Folder at sophiefolder@internode.on.net or
Emma Egan (RM Consulting Group) at emmae@rmcg.com.au

M 0439 247 172
E sophiefolder@internode.on.net
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How to build resilient businesses that
stay in the family
Isobel Knight, Director and Succession Planner, Proagtive,
Loomberah NSW
Isobel Knight is a succession planning specialist and the founder and
director of Australia’s leading Succession Planning Business, Proagtive.
Isobel has made this topic and this business her life’s work. She is
determined that Australian farming families should remain the stewards
of our agricultural land. She believes effective transition to the next
generation is the founding pillar for this outcome to be the reality.
Isobel knows first-hand what this entails as she is married to a farmer and she and her husband,
Rod, run a beef cattle trading business at Loomberah and Gloucester in New South Wales. She has
three children and one grand daughter and degrees in Business Law, Psychology and has training
in counselling and mediation. With over 17 years’ experience, Isobel offers a unique and effective
succession planning service to farming families.

Abstract:
Proagtive specialises in farm succession planning. They have an absolute desire to see farming families
remain the stewards of our agricultural land: the very essence of family businesses that focus on
providing an opportunity for the next generation is the long term view to the future that they hold
and work to. To survive in the long term they must be honourable stewards of their land and run their
businesses efficiently and professionally, which includes planning for the transition of management,
leadership and ownership to the next generation. To do this well is the final test for business managers
and owners. This is the legacy they leave as a result of their life’s work and in many cases those who
have gone before them.
Succession is far more than the transfer of assets when the business owners either retire or pass away.
Business viability is a critical element of the process; it underpins an effective succession and estate
plan, and therefore it is important that planning is done early to achieve certain financial outcomes.
Each generation has their own set of characteristics, having been moulded by the technology and
social influences of their time. Inter-generational dynamics need to be considered and understood to
ensure harmonious business relationships and productive businesses.
Succession is an evolving process which involves choosing and grooming the successor(s), planning
for the future, coping with the transition of roles and communicating the change to the family and the
business stakeholders, and of course letting go gracefully. An effective communication platform is an
essential overarching component of a resilient business in transition, delivering inclusion, buy-in and a
forum for conflict resolution and forward planning.

M 0419 464 867
E isobel@proagtive.com.au
W www.proagtive.com.au
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